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GLOBAL CITIZENS
HOW DOES SOUTH AFRICA TREAT GLOBAL CITIZENS FROM A TAXATION PERSPECTIVE?

15 MIN

PACKING YOUR BAGS AND
LEAVING ON A JET PLANE SEEMS
A LOT MORE COMPLICATED THAN
IT SHOULD BE, BUT KEEPING
YOURSELF INFORMED PUTS YOU
IN A POSITION TO MAKE BETTER
DECISIONS AND CHOICES AS TO
HOW YOU WANT TAX TO IMPACT
YOUR LIFE ABROAD
OStat SA released the Community Survey
2016 noting that a total of 94 760 South
Africans had emigrated in the period
2006−2016. A more recent study performed
by the Pew Research Centre in February
2018 notes that 900 000 people born in
South Africa were living abroad for one
year or longer, the top three destinations
being the United Kingdom, Australia and the
United States.
The statistics showcase the trend of South
Africans, being more mobile in a worldwide
economy, becoming global citizens. The
question therefore arises: ‘How does South
Africa treat these global citizens from a tax
perspective?’ The question becomes more
daunting given National Treasury’s proposal
in 2017 to amend the foreign employment
income tax exemption – that is, if a South
African resident works in a foreign country
for more than 183 days a year, foreign
employment income earned is exempt from
tax, subject to certain conditions.
It is clear that different tax requirements
apply to South African tax residents and
non-tax residents. The term ‘resident’
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is a complex concept not only for the tax regime (the South African Revenue
Service, SARS), but also for various other regulatory regimes such as the
Department of Home Affairs and the South African Reserve Bank (SARB). These
regulatory regimes use a similar terminology but have different requirements and
consequences.
It is of utmost importance to understand the concept of ‘resident’ when you have
left or intend to leave South Africa on a temporary or permanent basis, as such
decision or action can impact you for life.

SO, WHAT IS YOUR TAX RESIDENCY STATUS?
For South African tax purposes, the Income Tax Act defines a ‘resident’ as
meaning any natural person who is ordinarily resident in South Africa or who
meets all the requirements of the ‘physical presence test’. ‘Ordinary residence’
is not defined, however, and ultimately depends on the individual’s specific facts
and circumstances. Various factors are considered including the individual’s
intention and action taken to effect such intention.
However, a natural person may also trigger tax residency in a foreign country
after having been in that country for more than 183 days in the tax year of such a
foreign country in terms of internal rules of that country.
So, if you leave South Africa, as a South African tax resident you would likely
become subject to the tax residency provisions of the foreign country when you
relocate. But does that mean that both countries can tax you?
In these circumstances it would be important to determine if South Africa has a
double tax agreement (DTA) with the foreign country and consider the tiebreaker
clause (usually article 4 of the DTA, being the ‘residency’ provision).
In applying the tiebreaker clause, the result is that the natural person is
exclusively tax resident in the foreign country, which implies that such person
will not be regarded as a South African tax resident (despite meeting the
requirements).

HOW DOES YOUR TAX RESIDENCY STATUS COMPARE TO
EXCHANGE CONTROL RESIDENCY?
Any natural person who has been in South Africa since the commencement of
the exchange control regulations is deemed to be a South African resident for
exchange control purposes − unless the contrary is proved. Any person who has
taken up permanent residence, is domiciled in or is registered in South Africa is
also considered to be a South African resident for exchange control purposes.
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It follows that when you leave South Africa
as a South African resident but do not
formalise your emigration, you will remain
a South African resident until you prove
the contrary. Your South African resident
status will remain irrespective of the
period of your absence from South Africa.

CONSEQUENCES OF
REMAINING A SOUTH
AFRICAN TAX RESIDENT
A South African tax resident will be
taxed on his/her worldwide income and
capital gains tax despite being in a foreign
country. South African tax residents may
also trigger tax residency in a foreign
country resulting in taxation in that
foreign country where he/she works or
holds capital assets. But does that mean
that double tax is payable?
In these circumstances, the source of the
South African tax resident’s remuneration
plays an important role, as certain
exemptions may apply. The foreign
employment income tax exemption is
probably the most commonly known,
which provides that the portion of the
natural person’s remuneration that relates
to employment services rendered outside
South Africa will be exempt from South
African tax if the person is:
•

More than 183 full days outside
South Africa during 12-month period

•

More than 60 consecutive days
outside South, and

•

Services are rendered outside South
Africa during the 12-month period

Amended legislation coming into
force from 1 March 2020 affects the
current exemption as after this date the
exemption will be limited to only the first
R1 million of foreign remuneration, while
the same requirements will have to be
met.
Furthermore, a South African tax resident
can also claim a foreign tax credit (FTC)
against his/her South African taxes.
The rebate will be in respect of foreign
taxes paid on non-South Africansourced taxable income but has certain
limitations.
The compliance requirements to access
these reliefs should be kept in mind
which include submitting a tax return in
South Africa and also being able to prove
any foreign taxes paid.
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CONSEQUENCES OF
CEASING TO BE A SOUTH
AFRICAN TAX RESIDENT
The most extreme tax consequence upon
ceasing of South African tax residency
would probably be the capital gains tax
exit charge − that is, a deemed disposal
of worldwide assets at market value that
arise on the day before ceasing South
African residency. Cognizance should be
taken of certain exemptions in this regard.
The consequence of ceasing South
African tax residency would be that, given
that such person would be considered
a non-resident, such person will only
be taxed on South African-sourced
income. For example, non-residents
will be subject to income tax on rental
income that arises in South Africa from
a residential property situated in South
Africa.
In addition, if a person ceases South
African tax residency but retains some
work responsibilities in South Africa,
he/she may still have a South African
tax liability. Remuneration earned by
a person while rendering services in
South Africa but employed in a foreign
country may still be taxable (on an
apportionment basis of workdays spent in
South Africa) although the remuneration
is not necessarily paid in South Africa.
This is based on the general principle
that the source of remuneration is
usually accepted to be located where
the services yielding the remuneration
are physically performed. The recent
ITC14218 Tax Court judgment, however,
stated otherwise. The Tax Court held
that in determining the source of the
remuneration one need to look at the
originating cause of the remuneration,
being the contract of employment.
The Tax Court viewed the rendering of
services in this particular case as no more
than just the reciprocal performance by
an employee to his employer.
From a tax administration perspective,
it is important to note that if a person
ceases to be a tax resident, the tax
year is deemed to end on the date that
residency ceases and a new tax year will
commence on the day thereafter. Such
ceasing in residency should be indicated
on the income tax return via the ‘wizard’
on efiling (that is, questions asked when
opening a tax return), which asks the
question whether the taxpayer ceased

South African tax residency during the
year of assessment.

CONSEQUENCES OF
CEASING TO BE A SOUTH
AFRICAN EXCHANGE
CONTROL RESIDENT
A person renouncing his/her South
African domicile permanently and who
formally emigrates is eligible to take
certain assets and capital out of South
Africa. These allowances include:
•

A foreign capital allowance of R20
million per calendar year for a family
unit or R10 million per calendar year
for a single person

•

A once-off travel allowance of R1
million per person emigrating

•

Exporting personal and household
effects including motor vehicles,
trailers, caravans, motorcycles,
stamps, coins and minted gold
bars (excluding coins that are legal
tender in South Africa) per family
unit or single person limited to an
insured value of R2 million

In the event that the above limits are
exceeded, such matters would need
to be referred to the exchange control
authorities for specific approval.
Similarly, any cash balances that
remain after emigration facilities have
been conferred together with capital
payments accruing thereafter (including
sale proceeds of assets subsequently
sold) need to be credited to an
‘emigrant capital account’. Such account
is controlled by an authorised dealer (a
local bank) but the funds may be used
in South Africa for any purpose and at
the discretion of the emigrant.

CONCLUSION
If this article has sparked your interest,
I would recommend that you refer to
the 2018 SAICA emigrant guide (https://
www.saica.co.za/Portals/0/Technical/
taxation/2018%20Emigrant%20
Guide%20Final.pdf), which provides
an overview of the most important
South African income tax and exchange
control considerations for individuals
who have left or intend leaving South
Africa on a temporary or permanent
basis.
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DEBT WAIVER PROVISIONS
HAVE THE DEBT WAIVER PROVISIONS BECOME EASIER TO IMPLEMENT?

15 MIN

AS IS CUSTOMARY EVERY YEAR,
NATIONAL TREASURY HAS ISSUED
THE DRAFT TAXATION LAWS
AMENDMENT BILL FOR PUBLIC
COMMENT

One of the main changes introduced in
the draft Taxation Laws Amendment Bill
relates to the debt relief provisions set
out in section 19 (which determines the
income tax implications of debt relief)
and paragraph 12A of the 8th Schedule
to the Income Tax Act (which determines
the capital gains tax (CGT) implications of
debt relief).
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Currently, without taking into consideration the proposed amendments,
the words ‘concession or compromise’ are widely defined to include
any amendment to the terms or conditions of a debt. The definition also
includes debt substitution as a concession or compromise. As an example,
if a company enters into a debt subordination agreement with one of its
shareholders which provides that the loan only be repaid when the company
is in a position to do so while the original terms required settlement on a
monthly basis, it would mean that the terms of the loan have been altered.
Therefore, a concession or compromise has taken place. If this concession
or compromise results in a ‘debt benefit’ (as defined), the debtor would
potentially have an income tax or CGT event on its hands.
Another example of a concession or compromise currently is where one
debt is substituted by another debt. As the legislation reads today, that
would include the scenario where a bridging loan is replaced with a more
permanent or long-term debt.
National Treasury has become aware of the unintended tax consequences
which arise when legitimate transactions − such as a subordination or
substitution − take place. Accordingly, it has proposed certain amendments
to address these. We agree that fine-tuning of the legislation is needed.
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•

When an interest-bearing debt owed by a company to a person is
settled by way of a conversion or exchange for shares in that company
or by applying the proceeds from shares issued by that company to
a person in the instance that immediately after this arrangement, the
company is a connected person in relation to that person

We believe that some of the words in the proposed amendment are
duplicitous and leave room for misinterpretation. For example, the word
‘remittance’ is defined in the Merriam Webster dictionary as ‘an amount
of money that is sent as payment for something’ and includes ‘payment’
as a synonym. The word ‘redemption’ is defined in the same dictionary as
‘the act of exchanging something for money’ and therefore has a similar
meaning as ‘remittance’ in the context of debt. It seems unnecessarily
wide and certainly confusing to include words that mean actual payment
into a definition that is being used with reference to debt waivers or
debt relief. It would mean that whenever a payment of debt is made, the
taxpayer should consider the debt relief rules – just another thing to add to
an already overwhelming compliance burden!
In addition, the proposed draft legislation has introduced a definition of
‘interest-bearing debt’. This definition will effectively ensure that the
settlement or conversion of any equity loan (here meaning an interest-free
loan) with shares will not result in a tax implication for the debtor.
Amendments are also proposed in respect of the definition of a ‘debt
benefit’. The proposed additions to this definition are:
•

If the debt has been cancelled, remitted or waived, then the debt
benefit will be the amount that has been waived, cancelled or
remitted.

•

With respect to a debt that has been extinguished through a
redemption or merger, the debt benefit is the amount by which the
face value of the claim exceeds the expenditure incurred in respect of
the redemption or acquisition of the debt.

The rest of the definition remains unchanged.

One of the proposed changes relates
to the definition of ‘concession or
compromise’. These amendments will
be effected to both section 19 as well as
paragraph 12A of the 8th Schedule.
It is, first, proposed that the debt relief
rules should only apply to realisation
events − the proposed amended
definition of ‘concession or compromise’
is supposed to reflect this. The following
events are to form the definition of a
concession or compromise:
•

The cancellation, waiver or remittance
of a debt

•

When a debt is extinguished by way
of a redemption of the debt claim or
by way of a merger by reason of the
acquisition of the debt claim by the
person owing that debt, or
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From the above proposed changes to ‘debt benefit’ it is clear that the
proposed definition of ‘concession or compromise’ is now too wide. If
any payment is made on a debt, such payment will, on a strict reading
of the draft legislation, be considered the remittance of a debt and
therefore a potentially taxable debt benefit may arise in the hands of the
taxpayer. Based on National Treasury’s commentary in the explanatory
memorandum, and their reasons for wanting to make the debt relief rules
simpler to apply, triggering a tax event on settlement of a debt could surely
not have been their intention.
While we agree with the fact that changes are necessary, it seems that the
consequences may again be ‘unintended’.
The proposed changes to the definitions in section 19 and paragraph
12A will be implemented retrospectively. Therefore, if the definitions are
implemented as they currently read in the draft bill, these changes will be
effective for years of assessment commencing on or after from 1 January
2018.
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TAX SEASON
WHAT ARE THE 2018 TAX SEASON ISSUES?

30 MIN

IN WHAT SEEMS LIKE THE BLINK
OF AN EYE, THE TAX SEASON IS
ALREADY ALMOST THREE MONTHS
IN AND WE HAVE SEEN QUITE
A NUMBER OF AREAS WHERE
BOTH TAX PRACTITIONERS AND
TAXPAYERS NEED TO BE ON THE
LOOK-OUT WHEN PREPARING AND
SUBMITTING TAX RETURNS
On 2 July 2018, SARS released their
much-awaited Service Charter, which
outlines their pact with taxpayers going
forward. The Service Charter highlights
the most important timeframes for
registration of taxpayers, submission
and verification/audit of tax returns, and
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refunds paid out. The provision of these timeframes has provided those in the
profession and taxpayers themselves with some comfort, as we now have a
written set of dates to which we can refer.
The other important development this tax season − and arguably the most
important − is the shortening of the filing season for all non-provisional
taxpayers. Instead of the third week in November, the date has now been
set to 31 October. In return, SARS has made assurances that refunds will be
processed quicker and that this will assist in speeding up the administrative
processes for tax returns that are unfortunately subject to verifications
and audits. Furthermore, SARS had promised that any letters requesting
documents would now contain specifically what is required from the taxpayer,
thereby removing the generic letters previously sent out which only confused
taxpayers and provided little relevant information. However, despite this being
the situation for the first few days of the current filing season, the old generic
letters have unfortunately returned.
In the many thousands of tax returns we have seen since filing season
opened there have been some important areas that bear highlighting when
returns are filed for the remainder of the season.
Medical aid contributions are constantly being queried by SARS, who require
taxpayers to provide proof of payment/contributions to the medical aid. SARS
is requesting bank statements indicating proof of payment and in some
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instances even when the contribution
was paid via a deduction from the
taxpayer’s remuneration −that is, not
directly from the taxpayer. In this instance
it is important to remember to ask the
medical aid itself for a proof of receipt of
the taxpayer’s monthly contributions as
evidence to provide to SARS. Where the
taxpayer does make monthly payments
directly, but this is in the form of a debit
order, SARS will require a letter from the
medical aid stating the banking details
that they debit each month. Granted, this
situation does not occur in all taxpayer
verifications, but when it does occur, it is
prudent to obtain all these documents and
submit them to SARS rather than going
back and forth with disallowances and
further requests.

Taxpayers who earn foreign income should be aware that the taxable income
on the front page of the assessment does not necessarily agree with the
taxable income in the calculations on the later pages of the return. This leads
to some confusion for both taxpayers and tax practitioners and is usually due
to foreign income earned.

We are also seeing situations where,
although this information is already
captured on eFiling when ITR12s are
issued, taxpayers are not submitting all
their documents to SARS upon request.
IRP5s, RAF certificates and medical aid
contribution certificates must always be
submitted when taxpayers are subject
to verification, regardless of whether
the information already exists on the tax
return.

Despite the new timeframes issued in the Service Charter, we are still
seeing taxpayers’ refunds being delayed or only being paid out right at
the end of the time period. Taxpayers need to be made aware that the 21
working days are in fact working days and exclude weekends and public
holidays. They are often under the impression that these are all days,
including these ‘non-days’. This leads to taxpayers inundating practitioners
with requests for updates and follow-ups before the period is up. Tax
practitioners should make taxpayers aware that in the event of a verification
and request for documents this 21 working day period only starts the day
the letter of acknowledgment from SARS is received and that it can be up to
28 working days for any refund to be issued. Being upfront with taxpayers
reduces a lot of stress for practitioners. Unfortunately, in a lot of cases, the
days of one- or two-day refunds seem to not be the norm anymore, leading
to taxpayers questioning why this has changed from previous years.

Taxpayers wishing to claim medical
aid contributions for dependants or
family for which they are not the main
member but make payment do need to
submit all the supporting documents
upfront if requested. We are seeing that
taxpayers merely submit the medical
aid certificate with no proof of payment
and reasons why they are making
payment for someone else’s medical
aid. Accompanying the medical aid
contribution certificate, when the taxpayer
is not the main member, should be a letter
stating the reason for this payment and
how the person is related to or dependent
on the taxpayer. Further to that, proof of
payment in the form of a bank statement
or letter from the bank / debit order
instructions from the medical aid, or in the
case where this amount is paid over to the
main member themselves, documentary
proof of this combined with proof that
they then make payment to the medical
aid, should be submitted Although this
can be quite onerous, SARS will most
likely disallow the expenditure if these
documents are not provided, resulting in
much valuable time wasted needing to
dispute the additional assessment. This
causes unnecessary delay and can leave
taxpayers waiting several months for their
refund to be paid out.
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We are seeing cases where taxpayers are receiving generic letters on eFiling
for submission of what looks like the same set of documents after having
submitted these documents in the initial verification. In many instances −
often related to medical claims or travel allowances − taxpayers themselves
receive the letter of request from SARS for more specific documents via
a direct email. What is required in these instances is to ask taxpayers to
forward this correspondence to the practitioner, who must then send
the required documents to SARS via the email noted in the request and
submit this on eFiling as well in the required box. We have found that only
submitting to one of these correspondence channels only delays the process
and can often cause additional assessments to be issued inadvertently due
to timing issues with document receipt. When a specific letter is sent to the
taxpayer/practitioner, a request on eFiling will always open up and a generic
letter sent. So, it is best to submit documents to both in order to be safe.

One final important thing to note is to be aware of what a verification is and
what an audit is. On SARS eFiling, when a first request for documents is
received, the letter attached will speak of verification and the box opened
up will contain the word ‘review’. If a request for correction is then made
and a revised return is submitted, the box will change to ‘audit’. However,
if a further letter is received for the submission of documents, the word
‘verification’ is still used. Tax practitioners and taxpayers should note that
they are still in the verification stage and therefore the 21 working day
timeframe applies and not the 90 day audit timeframe. This is important
when doing follow-ups and noting when to escalate problems with SARS,
especially since not all taxpayers are issued with a completion letter once
the verification has been finalised.
Included in the SARS verification requests is the process where a taxpayer
has to visit a SARS branch to verify banking details although the banking
details on the system are valid. From experience we can say that taxpayers
and tax practitioners do not receive any notifications in this regard and only
become aware of the verification requests when following up with SARS
on turnaround times. In other instances, SARS sends an eFiling registration
verification request, which actually pertains to banking details. Once the
bank statement, certified copy of the taxpayer’s identity document and proof
of address are uploaded on eFiling, the matter is verified.
We are hoping that a lot of these issues − and others − will be ironed out
in the weeks to come and that the really busy time of October (formally
November) will be smooth sailing for taxpayers and practitioners alike. The
best advice is always to submit all supporting documents the first time
around to avoid any future delays and requests and hopefully to avoid what
in many instances is a simple filing process turning into a long, protracted
affair.
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